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Introduction
• Teiuka is one of wakamono kotoba (slang words) that has been used since 

1990. (Tsuji, 1999)

• The average wakamono kotoba only last for 1-2 years (Yonekawa, 1994), however 
teiuka is still widely used and has become part of Japanese language in 
general.

• Teiuka is used by Japanese people in general, regardless of the age and 
gender of the speaker. (Li, 2001)

• Teiuka was basically used in the middle of a sentence to rephrase things that 
have been said to a more accurate way of saying things. (Li, 2001; Hayashi, 2007)

• Now teiuka can be found either at the beginning or at the end of a sentence. (Li, 
2001; Hayashi, 2007; Wang, 2012)

• There are other variants of morphemes, such as teka and tsuuka. (Harada, 2015)



Literature Review
• Li (2001) classified teiuka based on its functions, namely rephrasing, denying, topic 

changing, calling out the other person. 
• Li also conducted a survey which resulted in teiuka is used by Japanese people in general

regardless of age and gender.

• Hayashi (2007) has analyzed the use of teiuka in Japanese spoken language using 
blogs as the data.

• Considering the distinctive feature of blogs is that they are written in spoken language rather 
than the basic written language.

• Tanaka (2014) stated that words that are neither “written language” nor “spoken 
language” are collectively referred to as “uchi kotoba (typed language)”.

• Spoken language and typed language are not exactly the same.

• Harada (2015) has analyzed the use of variations of teiuka. 
• The result shows that teka/tteka is the most used (52,6%), followed by teyuka/teyuuka (37,2%), 

tsuka/tsuuka (6,4%), toyuka/toyuuka (3,6%). The least used form is chuka/chuuka, only 0,1%.



Method
Qualitative descriptive method

Data sources:

1. Nagoya University Conversation Corpus 

(NUC) | 2001-2003

http://chunangon.ninjal.ac.jp/nuc/search

2. Corpus of Everyday Japanese Conversation 

(CEJC) | 2018-2020

http://chunangon.ninjal.ac.jp/cejc/search

The data will be described and classified into 
five main functions of teiuka by Hayashi 
(2007),
(1) rephrasing word,
(2) rephrasing sentence, 
(3) omitting the first or second clause, 
(4) topic shift, 
(5) preface.



Findings and Discussion
3.2 Omitting the second clause
A: “Onaji hitogomi demo, yappari nanka, Shibuya toka ni
kurabete, Ginza no hou ga ochitsuki ga aru tteiuka.”
“Even though they are both crowded, when compared to
places like Shibuya, Ginza is calmer.”
B: “Un, suggoi kondete mo soko made ki ni naranai.”
“Yeah, it doesn't really bother me even if it's very crowded.”

(4) Topic shift 
A: “Sou sou, shiranakatta.”
“Right, I didn’t know.”
B: “teiuka, keshigomu ga nai.”
“By the way, my eraser is gone.” (Female 10s)

(5) Preface
A: “Tteiuka kono sa, tsukue ga kawaii yo ne.”
“Hey, this table is cute.” (Female 10s)

(1) Rephrasing word
A: “Sugoi, demo, shokuhin tenkabutsu toka ni sugoi kibishii
ndakedo, shoumikigen ni wa hontou ni mou, nanka, mukanshin
tteiuka, mutonchaku nano ne.”
“He really cares about additives in food, but when it comes to
expiration dates, he's completely indifferent, or rather careless.”
(Female 20s)
(2) Rephrasing sentence
A: “Asa kara yuuga na seikatsu tteiuka sa, nanka, hon wo
yondari, piano wo hiitari sa.”
“She's been living an elegant life since the morning, like,
reading a book or playing piano and such” (Female 20s)
(3) Omitting the first or second clause
3.1 Omitting the first clause
A: “Kowakunai ndesuka?”
“Aren’t you afraid?”
B: “Tteiuka, anata wa ikiteru toki nani shiteta ndesuka tte kikitai
ne.”
“Rather than feeling afraid, I want to ask them: ‘what did you do 
when you were alive?’.” (Male 20s)



Usage of Teiuka in 2001-2003
Table 1 Frequency of the use of teiuka in 2001-2003

Classifications Frequency of Usage

Rephrasing word 25

Rephrasing sentence 10

Omitting clauses 36

Topic shift 22

Preface 6

Total 100

Compared to that, based on Hayashi (2007),

teiuka in blog is most used in rephrasing word

and rephrasing sentence categories. Both of

the categories reach 70%, while the other three

categories only reach 30%.



Usage of Teiuka in 2018-2020
Table 2 Frequency of the use of teyuuka in 2018-2020

Endou (2018) remarked, iu and yuu on teiuka
and teyuuka do not have any difference. They
are basically the same word with alternative
spelling.

The use of teiuka in the beginning of sentence
has decreased significantly.

Classifications Frequency of Usage

Rephrasing word 24 38.7%

Rephrasing sentence 16 25.8%

Omitting clauses 10 16.1%

Topic shift 9 14.5%

Preface 3 4.8%

Total 62 100%



Usage of Teka in 2018-2020
Table 3 Frequency of the use of teka in 2018-2020

Classifications Frequency of Usage

Rephrasing word 19

Rephrasing sentence 15

Omitting clauses 42

Topic shift 19

Preface 5

Total 100

There have been no significant changes
compared to teiuka in 2001-2003.



Conclusion
• Teiuka in conversations is mostly used to lightly deny or refuse what the other 

person had said by omitting the first clause, while teiuka in blogs are mainly 
used in the basic form, [A teiuka B]. 

• Comparing the usage of teiuka in 2001-2003 to 2018-2020, there has been no 
significant change on the use of teiuka based on its classifications

• However, the tendency on using the other forms of teiuka has changed.  In 
2018-2020, teka is used much more than the original form teiuka, especially at 
the beginning of an utterance.
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